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Introduction

This statement addresses the inappropriate antibiotic prescribing
occurring during the coronavirus 2019 pandemic (COVID-19)
that has exacerbated another urgent public health crisis: antibiotic
resistance in bacterial and fungal pathogens.1–3 Ramifications
of overprescribing have led to infections with multidrug-resistant
organisms (MDROs) such as extended-spectrum β-lactamase–
producing gram-negative bacteria and methicillin-resistant
Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA).4 These infections complicate
patient treatment, prolong hospital stays, and lead to worse
outcomes.5

The emergence of severe acute respiratory virus coronavirus 2
(SARS-CoV-2), has resulted in an unprecedented pandemic with
>535 million cases worldwide and >6 million deaths as of
June 2022.6 The United States has reported >85 million cases
and >1 million deaths,7 surpassing the number caused by the
1918 influenza pandemic.8 The pandemic has reinforced prior
analyses, which identified numerous vulnerabilities, including
inconsistent funding for US public health preparedness and
response that contributed to inadequate resources for treatment,
testing, and contact tracing, and breakdowns in the supply chain
for essential healthcare equipment.9–11

As a new disease, COVID-19 led to rapidly evolving informa-
tion, particularly early in the pandemic. Patients with COVID-19
can present with severe illness and clinical and laboratory find-
ings suggestive of bacterial coinfection. Because bacterial

coinfection seen with other viral respiratory infections—par-
ticularly influenza—may increase a patient’s morbidity and
mortality,12 the same concern was present for COVID-19.
Consequently, inappropriate antibiotic use has increased.4,13,14

In this paper, we discuss the conditions of the COVID-19 pan-
demic that resulted in inappropriate antibiotic use in adult hospi-
talized patients and approaches to improve practice for the next
public health emergency, as well as the central role of antibiotic
stewardship programs (ASPs) in pandemic response (Fig. 1).
Table 1 provides an overview of the acronyms used in the manu-
script. Table 2 summarizes the recommendations.

Intended use

This consensus statement advises hospitals and healthcare person-
nel (HCP) on ways to improve antimicrobial stewardship and anti-
microbial use during infectious disease crises, including outbreaks,
epidemics, and pandemics. No guideline, expert guidance, or white
paper can anticipate all situations, and this document is not meant
to be a substitute for individual judgment of qualified professionals
or oversight panels.

Scope and terminology

The statement addresses infectious disease disasters as they affect
hospitals. It is framed within the context of lessons learned during
the COVID-19 pandemic. Natural disasters, biochemical disasters,
terrorism, or other noninfectious events are outside the scope of
this document.

The authors use the term “coinfection” to refer to individuals
who present to a healthcare facility and (1) are confirmed to be
infected with the outbreak, epidemic, or pandemic pathogen
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and (2) are infected with a community-acquired bacterial, fungal,
or viral infection. “Healthcare-associated infection” refers to bac-
terial, fungal, or viral infection that occurs in a patient at least 48
hours after hospital admission for infection tied to an outbreak,
epidemic, or pandemic.

Methods

Unlike the expert guidance format used for other recommenda-
tions documents that are sponsored by the Society for
Healthcare Epidemiology of America (SHEA), this document is
not based on a systematic literature review. SHEA employed a con-
sultant medical librarian to develop a search strategy encompass-
ing antimicrobial stewardship, antimicrobials, COVID-19, and
related terms. The search was run on PubMed for the period from
December 1, 2019, to August 17, 2021. The authors screened the
abstracts in the Covidence abstract management service
(Melbourne, Australia) and reviewed full-text articles as PDFs.

This document was reviewed by the SHEA Guidelines
Committee (GLC), the SHEA Publications Committee, the SHEA
Board of Trustees, the Infectious Diseases Society of America
(IDSA) Standards and Practice Guidelines Committee, the IDSA
Board of Directors, the Pediatric Infectious Diseases Society
(PIDS), the Society for Critical Care Medicine (SCCM), and the
Society of Infectious Diseases Pharmacists (SIDP). This white
paper was endorsed by SHEA, IDSA, PIDS, SCCM, and SIDP.

Authors

This document was developed by a multidisciplinary panel of
experts who are members of the SHEA Antibiotic Stewardship
Committee and SHEA Guidelines Committee and are experts in
infectious diseases and antimicrobial stewardship, as well as repre-
sentatives from IDSA and SIDP. All authors are involved at their
respective institutions in antimicrobial stewardship, either directly
or in an advisory role.

Lessons learned from COVID-19: Factors that influenced
antibiotic prescribing

Evolving information on clinical presentation and the risk of
progression to severe illness

With any emerging infection, descriptive information is needed to
understand the disease characteristics and outcomes of affected
patients. As large-scale observations from early epicenters of the
COVID-19 pandemic were published, it was evident that, as with
other respiratory viruses, COVID-19 presents in patients on a
spectrum ranging from asymptomatic carriage to fulminant dis-
ease.15,16 Critically ill individuals can have respiratory failure, septic
shock, and/ormultiorgan dysfunction. Early in the pandemic,∼14%
of patients required hospitalization and 2%–5% required a stay in
the ICU.15 Risk factors for severe infection include immunosuppres-
sion (eg, patients with cancer, organ, or hematopoietic stem cell

*This list includes example ac�vi�es, is not comprehensive, and may not represent how facili�es 
structure their func�ons. Usual ac�vi�es outside of a pandemic or epidemic are not listed here.

Fig. 1. Model for ASP Activities in Public Health Emergencies.
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transplantation), obesity, or the presence of 1 ormore comorbidities
(eg, cardiovascular disease, chronic kidney or lung disease, diabetes
mellitus).15,17

The categorization of the patient’s condition can be dynamic.
Patients who have signs or symptoms of lower respiratory tract
involvement (eg, dyspnea, infiltrates on chest imaging) often
require admission and they can rapidly develop hypoxemia
(oxygen saturation <94% on room air) and need supplemental
oxygenation or ventilatory support—signifiers of severe disease.
For hospitalized patients, a key objective has been to promptly
identify and manage high-risk severe cases to mitigate poor out-
comes. Clinical uncertainty18–21 and discomfort at not taking
action for patients who continued to show signs of worsening
despite supportive care, including continued fever, signs of
inflammation with progressive hypoxemia, laboratory markers,
and/or radiological findings of increasing disease severity,22

contributed to inappropriate antibiotic prescribing.22–24 Also,
a lack of sufficient personal protective equipment (PPE) limited
entry of healthcare personnel (HCP) into patient isolation
rooms for frequent clinical reassessment,11,25 resulting in a
low threshold to begin antibiotics and hesitation to withdraw
treatments viewed as possibly helpful.

Uncertainty about the COVID-19 diagnosis

Early in the pandemic, there were significant delays in reliable
diagnostic tests and constrained testing capacity for SARS-CoV-
2. The lack of definitive COVID-19 diagnostic tests,26 especially
during the initial spread of cases into communities where
COVID-19 incidence was still low, resulted in overtreatment for

other causes of pneumonia.27 Physicians often felt they had to treat
for bacterial pneumonia with antibiotics, despite clinical presenta-
tions consistent with COVID-19. Even when the availability and
turnaround time of test results improved, viral kinetics of
SARS-CoV-2 and its spread were misunderstood, leading to delays
in diagnosis or misdiagnosis.28

Balancing the accuracy and reliability of diagnostic tests with
the setting where they are used (eg, emergency departments vs out-
patient urgent care) and the purpose for which they are used (eg,
diagnosis vs screening personnel by testing) continues to be a chal-
lenge almost 2 years later. SARS-CoV-2 diagnostic tests vary in
reliability and accuracy based on type (eg, RT-PCR assay vs antigen
test), the presence or absence of symptoms, time since exposure,
site of testing (nasal vs deep bronchial), and the quality of the
sample.

As processing, availability of materials, and turnaround time of
testing for COVID-19 improved, empiric antibacterial use also
decreased.27 More than half of patients positive for COVID-19
had antibacterial therapy stopped within 1 day of return of a pos-
itive COVID-19 test.27 However, initiation of antibiotics
remains high.

Concern for bacterial coinfection at the time of admission

Historically, heightened concern for bacterial coinfection has
been the norm during viral respiratory outbreaks, such as those
caused by influenza or SARS-1.29 However, prior pandemics and
epidemics due to respiratory viruses have shown varying levels of
bacterial and fungal coinfection.30 Despite the fact that true bac-
terial coinfection at presentation is low for COVID-19, estimated
at 3.1%–5.5%,31,32 the concern for bacterial coinfection has been
evident and has driven antibiotic prescribing. Studies have
reported broad-spectrum antibiotic use for COVID-19 patients
frequently, with 60%–100% of patients receiving antibiotics on
or shortly after admission.22,24,33–35 In addition, early in the pan-
demic, the media focused on reports promoting azithromycin as a
potential anti-inflammatory treatment, contributing to use of
that agent. Some studies conducted within the first few months
of the pandemic did note reduced empiric use of antibiotics over
time,36 but a recent multicenter cohort study still demonstrated
that 56.5% of 1,705 patients with COVID-19 received empiric
antibiotic therapy. Patients were more likely to receive empiric
antibacterial therapy if they were older or had a lower body mass
index.27

Concern for healthcare-associated bacterial infection

Unlike the risk of bacterial coinfection on hospital admission, the
risk of bacterial or fungal healthcare-associated infection (HAI)
increases with prolonged hospitalization duration and broad-
spectrum antibiotic use. This is particularly important among indi-
viduals with severe COVID-19. Multiple studies have reported
HAI rates of 27% to 37% among ICU patients.37–39 In a study com-
paring COVID-19 and non–COVID-19 cases, the rate of HAIs per
1,000 ICU days was 13.76 and 7.04, respectively.40 Another study
reported a rate of 44.7 infections per 1,000 ICU patient days.41

HAIs occurred in 46% of patients with COVID-19 in this study,
with ventilator-associated pneumonia and bloodstream infections
as the most common causes. Also, 35% of HAIs in critically ill
patients with COVID-19 were caused by multidrug-resistant bac-
teria.41 HAIs are particularly concerning when caused by MDROs
because they drive more frequent use of broader-spectrum antimi-
crobial agents.

Table 1. Acronyms

• APIC: Association for Professionals in Infection Control and
Epidemiology

• ASP: antibiotic stewardship program

• ASPR: Office of the Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response

• CAP: community-acquired pneumonia

• CDC: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

• CRP: C-reactive protein

• CT: computed tomography

• EBM: evidence-based medicine

• EHR: electronic health record

• EMP: emergency management program

• EOP: emergency operations plan

• HCP: healthcare personnel

• HICS: hospital incident command structure

• ICU: intensive care unit

• IDSA: Infectious Diseases Society of America

• MDRO: multidrug-resistant organism

• MRSA: methicillin-resistant staphylococcus aureus

• PCR: polymerase chain reaction

• SHEA GLC: SHEA Guidelines Committee

• SHEA: Society for Healthcare Epidemiology of America

• SIDP: Society of Infectious Diseases Pharmacists
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Diagnostic studies

Inflammatory markers elevated in COVID-19 are not reliable
indicators of bacterial or fungal infection

In COVID-19, elevated inflammatory markers may be due to
immune dysregulation, persistent hyperinflammation, and cyto-
kines, but they have been incorrectly interpreted as markers of
bacterial coinfection. COVID-19, in the absence of bacterial or fun-
gal infection, causes elevations in white blood cell count (WBC),
C-reactive protein (CRP), and sedimentation rate (ESR). Although
procalcitonin (PCT) was a biomarker that was shown to differentiate
viral and bacterial pneumonia in prepandemic studies,42,43in COVID-
19, it is frequently a marker of severe disease rather than bacterial
coinfection.44 Ameta-analysis of 4,911 patients from 29 studies found
that WBC count >10×109/L, PCT >0.5 ng/mL, and CRP >10 mg/L
were risk factors for COVID-19 disease progression.45 Bacterial infec-
tions can also produce some of the same findings. For example, a
retrospective cohort study of community-acquired pneumonia
(CAP) andCOVID-19 pneumonia found that CAPwas characterized
by high baseline WBC count (median, 12.48 vs 6.78 ×106 cells/mL),
CRP (median, 133.5 vs 86.0 mg/L), and greater reduction in CRP 48–
72 hours into admission (medianΔCRP,−33 vsþ14mg/L) after anti-
biotic use.46

Such complex findings contribute to antibiotic overuse. Elevation
of these markers at admission to the hospital, or new elevation days
into hospitalization, has been a rationale for initiating antibiotic
treatments, even though most patients have these laboratory abnor-
malities due to the progression of the primary COVID-19.

Microbiologic studies

Blood-culture utilization increased during the COVID-19 pan-
demic. In one hospital network, there was a 34.8% increase in
blood-culture ordering in the second half of March 2020 compared
with the first half, which was thought to be due to an increase in
ordering in patients with COVID-19.47 The positivity yield for
blood cultures were lower in patients positive for SARS-CoV-2
(3.8%) than patients negative for SARS-CoV-2 (8.0%) and those
who were not tested for COVID-19 (7.1%). In addition, rates of
contamination were higher as coagulase-negative Staphylococcus
spp were most often seen in inpatients positive for SARS-CoV-2
(59.7%), compared to 32.0% in those negative for SARS-CoV-2
and 29.8% in those who were not tested.47 Positive blood cultures
due to contamination may have increased antibiotic use and
strained hospital resources.

Radiographs

Chest radiographs and computed tomography (CT) scans play an
important role in the diagnosis of COVID-19 pneumonia in hos-
pitalized patients.48 A chest radiograph can be negative early in dis-
ease and does not rule out the diagnosis.49 Chest radiographs may
show bilateral ground glass opacities, peripheral linear opacities, or
septal thickening.48–50 In severe disease, radiographs may demon-
strate dense consolidation, particularly in the lower lung lobes.
Conversely, radiographs of patients with bacterial pneumonia typ-
ically manifest with lobar consolidation, in addition to focal and
multifocal consolidation.50 Less common findings include ground
glass opacities, peribronchial thickening, centrilobular nodular
opacities, and pleural effusion. Antibiotics were frequently pre-
scribed for CAP despite lack of characteristic findings for bacterial
pneumonia, perhaps because of the myriad presentations of
COVID-19.

Behavioral considerations in prescribing of antibiotics

The COVID-19 pandemic highlights the human desire of HCP to
intervene, particularly when a patient is severely ill, which can lead
to a suspension of evidence-based medicine (EBM) at the bedside.
During a new public health emergency there is significant uncer-
tainty, with an inherent lack of high-quality data, constantly
emerging new data, and rapidly changing guidelines. For example,
anecdotal data from poorly designed studies resulted in the rapid
adoption of hydroxychloroquine for COVID-19 therapies.51

Ultimately, higher-quality evidence from multiple randomized
trials established hydroxychloroquine was not effective for
COVID-19 and in fact was associated with arrhythmia and other
adverse effects,52 and this practice was abandoned.

As discussed, practitioners frequently have prescribed antibiot-
ics for hospitalized patients with COVID-19, despite increasing
evidence that bacterial coinfections are uncommon.53 Studies have
found that physicians perceive that an antibiotic can prevent clini-
cal deterioration and that they do not identify the potential for
adverse events from antibiotic use as influential,54 even though
antibiotics in this context do not benefit the patient and do increase
the risk of adverse drug effects,Clostridioides difficile infection, and
the emergence of MDROs.2 The consequence of increased antibi-
otic resistance is somewhat abstract and does not counteract the
desire to actively intervene for a patient.55

To implement strategies to promote appropriate EBM in future
public health emergencies, it is important to understand how
medical teams make therapeutic decisions and what influences
antibiotic prescribing,56 especially because it is difficult for clini-
cians to use clinical knowledge in a setting they perceive to be
of extreme risk for their patient.57 Diagnostic uncertainty drives
antibiotic prescribing, and it is not clear that clinical testing or
other data offset the strong societal norm that action (eg, prescrib-
ing an antibiotic) is valuable and the action of omission is worse
than that of commission.58 Physicians tend to follow their col-
leagues andmimic their practices, for better or worse, and they also
frequently defer to themedical hierarchy.59 All of these factors have
been at play during COVID-19.

Recommendations

(See Table 2).

How can facilities and HCP improve antibiotic prescribing
during a pandemic or epidemic?

Recommendation

• HCP should limit initiation of antibiotics – particularly broad-
spectrum agents – for patients in acute care settings with high
pre-test probability for a viral infection such as SARS-CoV-2
or influenza, even if there is lack of readily available and accurate
diagnostics.

Discussion

There is no evidence that routine antibiotics are needed for respi-
ratory viral pandemics in patients who do not exhibit clear signs of
bacterial coinfection. Previous literature, mainly encompassing
influenza, has described bacteria in respiratory cultures and
autopsy samples and has reported that coinfections are an important
cause of morbidity and mortality, necessitating timely diagnosis and
antibacterial therapy.30,53 Methodologic issues have been noted with
the data upon which these conclusions are based, such as inadequate
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identification of colonization versus infection, and alternate conclu-
sions have emerged that actual bacterial coinfection during influenza
outbreaks and SARS-1 was a rare occurrence.60,61

During the 2009H1N1 influenza pandemic, bacterial coinfection
was reported in asmany as 20% of critically ill patients and in 12% of
non-ICU hospitalized patients.30,53 However, bacterial coinfection
rates are low in patients with COVID-1931,32 or other coronaviruses
and are not a major factor at the time of admission to the hospital.

A review article of 18 studies of patients with SARS-1, MERS-
CoV, SARS-CoV-2, and other coronaviruses found that 42 (31%)
of 135 SARS-1 patients had documented bacterial or fungal coin-
fection, a potentially inflated rate due to a concurrent healthcare-
associated outbreak of MRSA.62 In a review of 349 critically ill
patients with MERS-CoV, only 5 (1%) of 349 patients were docu-
mented to have bacterial coinfection on admission.63 For other
coronavirus infections, bacterial coinfection was observed in 43
(13%) of 331 patients, with no specific bacteria predominating.62

With SARS-CoV-2, a meta-analysis of 24 studies with 3,338
patients identified 3.5% of COVID-19 cases had bacterial

coinfection on presentation.53 Bacterial coinfection was more
common in critically ill patients (8.1%). Other studies confirm
low rates of community-acquired bacterial coinfection (3.1%–
5.5%).31,32,64 Another article reviewed 30 studies of 3,834
patients.30 Seven percent of patients with COVID-19 were diag-
nosed with bacterial coinfection, with a higher proportion in the
ICU setting (14% vs 4%),30 although the study does not provide
data on when the infection occurred during the course of the
hospitalization.

What diagnostic testing is appropriate for patients
admitted to the hospital?

Recommendations

• HCP may perform inflammatory marker tests at baseline, par-
ticularly in critically ill patients, including C-reactive protein,
lactate dehydrogenase, D-dimer, serum ferritin, and high-
sensitivity troponin.

Table 2. Recommendations

Question Recommendation(s)

How can facilities and HCP improve
antibiotic prescribing during a pandemic or
epidemic?

HCP should limit initiation of antibiotics—particularly broad-spectrum agents—for patients in acute care
settings with high pre-test probability for a viral infection, such as SARS-CoV-2 or influenza, even if there is
lack of readily available and accurate diagnostics.

What diagnostic testing is appropriate for
patients admitted to the hospital?

• HCP may perform inflammatory marker tests at baseline, particularly in critically ill patients, including C-
reactive protein, lactate dehydrogenase, D-dimer, serum ferritin, and high-sensitivity troponin.

• HCP should repeat laboratory testing only to the extent that it provides actionable clinical data.
• HCP can monitor CRP if clinically indicated to inform respiratory viral treatments.

○ For COVID-19, CRP monitoring informed use of biologic agents such as tocilizumab or baricitinib.
• HCP should not use inflammatory markers as the basis for initiation of antibiotics or antifungal agents, as they
may not be indicative of bacterial coinfection.
○ HCP should not use procalcitonin routinely to aid in the decision to initiate antibiotics.

• HCP will need to monitor the relationship of inflammatory markers to infection in future infectious epidemics
and pandemics.

• HCP should not obtain bacterial cultures or respiratory multiplex PCR tests for patients who do not have
indicators consistent with bacterial infection, particularly those with stable clinical status in a non-ICU setting.

When should antibiotics be considered for
patients during respiratory viral pandemics
and epidemics?

• It is important for HCP to identify patients who require empiric antibiotic treatment, despite low rates of
coinfection on admission for the COVID-19 and prior respiratory viral pandemics.

• If treated at the time of hospital admission, HCP should prescribe antibiotics recommended in guidelines for
CAP for patients presenting from the community with co-infection. Antibiotics for pathogens such as
Pseudomonas aeruginosa seen more typically in healthcare-associated infection are not recommended.

• HCP may consider coinfection with other viruses, such as influenza. If influenza is diagnosed, addition of
therapy, such as oseltamivir, may be indicated.

• HCP may consider antibiotics, including broad-spectrum coverage, for patients hospitalized for >48–72 hours
who are at greater risk for HAIs and MDROs, when there are new clinical signs that are consistent with
healthcare-associated bacterial or fungal infection.

What microbiologic and radiographic
diagnostic tests are appropriate if antibiotics
are started for patients with possible
bacterial co-infection?

• Before initiating antibiotics, HCP should attempt to obtain a microbiologic diagnosis.
• HCP should limit respiratory multiplex PCR tests to ICU patients and patients who require broad-spectrum
antimicrobial therapy.

• HCP should restrict repeat microbiologic testing to changes in a patient’s clinical status.
• HCP should perform a nasal MRSA swab for patients started on anti-MRSA treatment.
• HCP should not perform routine testing for fungal infection in the absence of a clinical presentation that raises
that concern.

• HCP should review the necessity of antibiotics within 48 to 72 hours as test results become available and
should de-escalate or discontinue antibiotic therapy based on those results and clinical response.
○ Procalcitonin results may aid the de-escalation or discontinuation of antibiotic treatments.

• HCP should obtain chest radiographs to assess for the extent of lung involvement, but daily repeat studies are
not indicated. Use of computed tomography (CT) of the chest should be reserved for circumstances in which
results of the CT may result in a change in clinical management (eg, pulmonary embolus).

What is the role of the ASP in a pandemic or
epidemic?

ASPs should monitor emerging information and updates to national and international guidelines that are
relevant to antibiotic prescribing, revise clinical recommendations relevant to antimicrobial use, and
educate frontline HCP to support appropriate antibiotic stewardship.
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• HCP should repeat laboratory testing only to the extent that it
provides actionable clinical data.

• HCP can monitor CRP if clinically indicated to inform respira-
tory viral treatments.
○ For COVID-19, CRP monitoring informed use of biologic

agents such as tocilizumab or baricitinib.
• HCP should not use inflammatory markers as the basis for ini-
tiation of antibiotics or antifungal agents because they may not
be indicative of bacterial or fungal coinfection.
○ HCP should not use procalcitonin routinely to aid in the deci-

sion to initiate antibiotics.
• HCP will need to monitor the relationship of inflammatory
markers to infection in future infectious epidemics and
pandemics.

• HCP should not obtain bacterial cultures or respiratory multi-
plex PCR tests for patients who do not have indicators consistent
with bacterial infection, particularly those with stable clinical
status in a non-ICU setting.

Discussion

Complete blood counts, chemistry, inflammatory markers includ-
ing CRP, D-Dimer, serum ferritin, lactate dehydrogenase, and
high-sensitivity troponin are all markers of a proinflammatory
state and are associated with increased mortality.65 Elevated
inflammatory markers may not be indicative of bacterial or fungal
coinfection, and they must be interpreted carefully in the setting of
severe viral infection. In COVID-19, these markers can help
healthcare providers identify transitions frommild to critical infec-
tion and start effective COVID-19 therapy.66,67 They should not
prompt initiation of antibiotics without other clinical signs and
symptoms, radiographic, or microbiologic diagnostic testing. For
example, procalcitonin can be abnormal in the absence of bacterial
infection.68 One study in 2,443 patients with COVID-19 showed
that procalcitonin was not able to identify bacterial infection (pos-
itive predictive value 17%); however, it had a negative predictive
value of 99.3% for bacterial infection, although this may be due
to the low number of community-associated infections in the
study.69 It will be necessary to monitor the relationship of inflam-
matory markers to infection in future infectious epidemics and
pandemics to determine whether patterns similar to that observed
during the COVID-19 pandemic are seen.

Bacterial cultures were frequently obtained for patients with
COVID-19, even though studies have shown that they have a lim-
ited role in the management of noncritical, hospitalized
patients.47,53,62,70 Sputum colonization or contaminants on blood
culture were overinterpreted and inappropriately treated. In the
ICU, patients with COVID-19 have a higher rate of bacterial coin-
fection and those microbiologic studies might have an impact on
care.71–73 Bacterial multiplex PCR can provide information for de-
escalation of antibiotics once initiated but has not been shown to be
associated with a change in management in most cases of severe
COVID-19.58,62,74

When should antibiotics be considered for patients during
respiratory viral pandemics and epidemics?

Recommendations

• It is important for HCP to identify patients who require
empiric antibiotic treatment, despite low rates of coinfection

on admission for the COVID-19 and prior respiratory viral
pandemics.

• If treated at the time of hospital admission, HCP should pre-
scribe antibiotics recommended in guidelines for CAP for
patients presenting from the community with coinfection.
Antibiotics for pathogens, such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa,
seen more typically in healthcare-associated infection, are not
recommended.

• HCP may consider coinfection with other viruses, such as influ-
enza. If influenza is diagnosed, addition of therapy, such oselta-
mivir, may be indicated.

• HCPmay consider antibiotics, including broad-spectrum cover-
age, for patients hospitalized for >48 hours who are at greater
risk for HAIs andMDROs, when there are new clinical signs that
are consistent with healthcare-associated bacterial or fungal
infection.

Discussion

HCP reasonably may consider empiric antibiotic treatment in
instances when a patient has new symptoms (eg, new fever after
initial defervescence) and/or changes in lung imaging, signs of pro-
duction of purulent sputum, dense lobar consolidation on radio-
graph, or rapid progression to severe COVID-19 requiring
intubation and pressor support.31,32 Because the bacterial patho-
gens responsible for CAP often colonize the upper airway and
opportunistically infect the lung, it is speculated that these same
bacteria should be considered in patients with respiratory virus–
related pneumonia including COVID-19 within the first days of
hospitalization and guidelines for CAP treatment should be fol-
lowed.75 Streptococcus pneumoniae is the pathogen most fre-
quently associated with influenza, followed mainly by S. aureus,
and Hemophilus influenzae.76 Recent studies have identified
S. pneumoniae and S. aureus as the main causative agents of com-
munity-acquired coinfection at the time of COVID-19 diagnosis.77

Data on bacterial coinfections in patients who are immunosup-
pressed are sparse, but theremay be scenarios, such as patients with
febrile neutropenia, in which empiric antibiotic therapy at the time
of COVID-19 or other respiratory viral diagnosis is justified.78

It is important that HCP also consider the possibility of coin-
fection with viruses other than the pandemic strain. The use of
nonpharmacologic interventions (eg, mask use, social distancing)
significantly disrupted the transmission of non–SARS-CoV-2 res-
piratory viruses during the first surge of the COVID-19 pandemic
such that influenza activity decreased inMarch 2020 and remained
at historic lows. As these nonpharmacologic interventions are
relaxed, HCP should anticipate rising circulation of influenza
and other respiratory viruses to include the possibility of coinfec-
tion with SARS-CoV-2. In the event of cocirculating influenza and
SARS-CoV-2, NIH guidelines suggest HCP initiate empiric oselta-
mivir pending the exclusion of influenza by nucleic acid detection
assay in upper-respiratory-tract specimens for non-intubated
patients and in both upper- and lower-respiratory-tract specimens
for intubated patients.79

Patients who are admitted for >48 hours are at increased risk
for HAI, including those that are multidrug resistant. It is reason-
able to consider antibiotic choices that include activity against
healthcare-associated pathogens such as P. aeruginosa. Fungal
infection, such as bloodstream infection in patients with prolonged
central venous catheters, should also be considered if appropriate.
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What microbiologic and radiographic diagnostic tests are
appropriate if antibiotics are started for patients with
possible bacterial coinfection?

Recommendations

• Before initiating antibiotics, HCP should attempt to establish a
microbiologic diagnosis.

• HCP should limit respiratory multiplex PCR tests to ICU
patients and patients who require broad-spectrum antimicrobial
therapy.

• HCP should restrict repeat microbiologic testing to changes in a
patient’s clinical status.

• HCP should perform a nasal MRSA swab for patients started on
anti-MRSA treatment.

• HCP should not perform routine testing for fungal infection in
the absence of a clinical presentation that raises that concern.

• HCP should review the necessity of antibiotics within 48–72
hours, as results from tests become available, and should de-
escalate or discontinue antibiotic therapy based on those results
and clinical response.
○ Procalcitonin results may aid the de-escalation or discontinu-

ation of antibiotic treatments.
• HCP should obtain chest radiographs to assess the extent of lung
involvement, but daily repeat studies are not indicated. Use of
CT of the chest should be reserved for circumstances in which
results of the CT may result in a change in clinical management
(eg, pulmonary embolus).

Discussion

As noted, HCP should not obtain microbiologic studies for
patients without clinical signs and symptoms suggesting a bacterial
coinfection. However, in all cases in which antibiotics are started in
patients with severe disease (eg, in the ICU) and those requiring
broad-spectrum antimicrobial therapy, HCP should obtain rel-
evant samples, for example, sputum cultures and, as appropriate,
lower respiratory PCR for a microbiologic diagnosis. Those tests
can help HCP appropriately choose definitive therapy or identify
opportunities to de-escalate or stop antibiotic treatments. Rapid
multiplex PCR can have a role in antibiotic stewardship for criti-
cally ill patients80 if clinicians are supported by ASPs to interpret
and trust those results. Nasal PCR screening for MRSA allows de-
escalation for anti-MRSA therapy (eg, vancomycin) in patients
with severe CAP and those with risk factors (eg, recent hospitali-
zation, recent receipt of antimicrobial therapy, or prior isolation of
MRSA),43 and has been shown to have up to 100% negative pre-
dictive value, including for hospitalized patients with COVID-19.81

Limited data exist on the role of viral and fungal testing to
evaluate for coinfection in patients with COVID-19. Routine fun-
gal testing does not lead to a change in medical management62 and
is not recommended in the absence of a clinical presentation that
raises that concern.

HCP should perform ongoing review of the necessity for anti-
biotics. As test results become available, they should de-escalate or
discontinue antibiotics. For HCP planning to treat a patient
beyond 5–7 days, studies have suggested PCT as a tool to aid in
the discontinuation of antibiotics for community-acquired pneu-
monia (CAP).43 Several retrospective studies assessed the use of
PCT alone or in combination with CRP in patients with
COVID-1982–84 and showed a potential impact on de-escalating
or discontinuing antimicrobials.

If healthcare-associated pathogens or MDROs are not identi-
fied, HCP should adjust the patient’s antibiotics. Continued signs
of inflammation and clinical instability, in the absence of a patient’s
response to antibiotic treatment, suggests that COVID-19 is the
driver of the clinical picture and antibiotics should be discon-
tinued. De-escalation of antibiotics at 72 hours in the absence of
evidence of coinfection, even in the setting of severe sepsis and sep-
tic shock, has been well studied and is a safe strategy for the care of
patients with viral infections.85,86 ASPs can support frontline HCP
to stop antibiotics, even in the face of continuing signs of severe
illness, with clear guidelines for regular review and cessation of
antimicrobial therapy, particularly in the absence of positive bac-
terial cultures.

HCP should obtain chest radiographs to assess for the extent of
lung involvement. Serial chest radiographs are helpful during dis-
ease progression but should not be repeated daily.87 Chest CT
imaging can aid in identification of severe COVID-19 pulmonary
complications, ventilation management strategies, and prognosis88

and should be reserved for circumstances in which there may be a
change in clinical management (eg, pulmonary embolus) because
chest CT findings are not able to reliably distinguish COVID-19
from other causes of pneumonia.89

What is the role of the ASP in outbreaks, epidemics, or
pandemics?

Recommendation

• ASPs should monitor emerging information and updates to
national and international guidelines that are relevant to antibi-
otic prescribing, revise clinical recommendations relevant to
antimicrobial use, and educate frontline HCP to support appro-
priate antibiotic stewardship.

Discussion

ASPs are crucial to improving antibiotic use during a pandemic or
epidemic90,91 by developing evidence-based treatment guidelines
and institutional standards of care. Many of the activities of the
ASP during a pandemic or epidemic are extensions of its core func-
tions. ASPs actively monitor patients, identify emerging outbreaks
with antibiotic-resistant pathogens, and tailor appropriate antibi-
otic therapy based on data.92 They work with clinicians to provide
ongoing review of the appropriateness of antibiotics and can weigh
the potential harms such as C. difficile infection in the patient and
promotion of antibiotic resistance. ASPs provide education and
training throughout the institution. During a pandemic, the insti-
tution should allocate appropriate resources to make sure that
these routine activities can be ramped up to meet the needs of
the hospital, provide support for frontline HCP, and improve
the care of patients. By supporting clinicians, ASPs can encourage
appropriate practices to offset the tendency to default to antibiotic
prescribing for critically ill patients.

During a pandemic or epidemic, the ASP can track emerging
information relevant to antimicrobial prescribing, including the
risk of bacterial or fungal coinfection as a result of a respiratory
viral infection or its treatments (eg, dexamethasone, IL-6 inhibi-
tors) and revise clinical recommendations. The ASP can dissemi-
nate and adapt new information as more evidence becomes
available. The ASP also can educate clinicians to limit initiation
of antibiotics in the setting of high pre-test probability for a viral
infection such as SARS-CoV-2 or influenza, even if there is lack of
readily available and accurate diagnostics. ASPs can provide
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support for frontline HCP to stop antibiotics, even in the face of
continuing signs of severe illness.

ASPs can lead multidisciplinary treatment groups and imple-
ment appropriate stewardship interventions. One success to this
approach during the pandemic is illustrated by Pettit et al.93 At
their institution, a COVID-19 management workgroup that
included attending physicians from the ICU, internal medicine,
immunology, and ID, as well as ID pharmacists evaluated available
evidence regarding the use of antibiotics in patients with COVID-
19. They developed a diagnostic and treatment guideline and dis-
seminated it throughout the institution. The workgroup facilitated
adherence to the guideline with daily virtual rounds with a dedi-
cated COVID-19 ID service and the primary team for all patients
admitted with COVID-19. Importantly, the guideline incorporated
diagnostic considerations to delineate the syndrome, a typical first
step in the antimicrobial reasoning process.94 Through this
evidence-based intervention, the facility experienced a median
decrease of 1.3 days of antibiotic therapy after implementation.

Other examples of successful ASP interventions during
COVID-19 included optimization of the electronic record steward-
ship module to facilitate daily review of COVID-19 patients95 and
the creation of a clinical guidance team to provide daily, patient-
specific antibiotic stewardship recommendations.96

Kubin et al25 described themultifaceted ways ASPs can improve
care through communication, education, inventory control and
review of evolving recommendations and new agents. ASPs can
adapt their communication strategies during a pandemic (eg, vir-
tual rounds) and work with hospital leadership on optimal strat-
egies for dissemination of new information. Development of
clinical guidelines can be shared onsite, and through health system
networks and telemedicine,97 providing similar benefits to smaller
hospitals with less on-site expertise. Importantly, ASPs can frame
inappropriate antibiotic prescribing as a low-value intervention
and engage HCP in shared decision making.58 Many reports have
highlighted that targeted stewardship interventions were effective
in reducing antibiotic use among patients infected with SARS-
CoV-2.93,98

ASP efforts during the COVID-19 pandemic have gone far
beyond antibiotic management. They have been crucial to assess
to emerging treatment regimens for COVID-19, implementing
use of remdesivir, dexamethasone, or interleukin-6 inhibitors,
and providing expertise and resources to help implement mono-
clonal antibody treatment and COVID-19 vaccinations.99 ASPs
have addressed drug shortages and developed strategies to main-
tain appropriate care.100,101 ASPs can be essential in discussions of
allocation of scarce resources and the ethical distribution of treat-
ments with limited supply. ASPs can empower hospital leadership
and frontline clinicians to address misinformation about emerging
therapeutics. It is anticipated ASPs can be as essential in any future
infectious disease epidemic or pandemic. Furthermore, ASPs that
work closely with infection prevention programs can leverage their
skills and experience early in a pandemic.

Involving ASPs in facility incident management protocols

The process of incident management describes activities done to
prepare for, respond to, and learn from crises and emergency
events. In the United States and elsewhere, these activities broadly
are grouped into the categories of preparedness, mitigation,
response, and recovery, and are designed to establish a common
operating procedure or picture by which federal, state and
territorial, local, municipal, and organizational levels can align

efforts.102,103 Healthcare organizations adhere to these phases,
and these stages are embedded in healthcare protocols. For this
reason, the incident management framework can be used to inte-
grate core organizational functions, such as those handled by ASPs,
into the emergency preparedness and response activities of their
organizations (Table 3).

The incident management framework operates as a cycle104;
thus, lessons learned from a crisis feed into improving prepared-
ness efforts to address future situations, such as the over-use of
antimicrobials as described in this paper and the role of ASPs in
managing them.

Statement limitations and areas for future research

This statement’s recommendations represent a synthesis by the
authors of their analysis of the published literature, expert
review and consensus, and the authors’ clinical and professional
experiences. As stated earlier, this statement is not a substitute
for individual judgement of qualified professionals or oversight
panels. Users of this document and its recommendations should
be aware that it is based on a librarian-conducted search of the
published literature and author screening of abstracts and full
text; it is not based on a systematic literature review or grading
of evidence (see Methods).

There are numerous limitations in the body of evidence that
informs this statement, as described throughout, including the role
of viral and fungal testing to evaluate for coinfection in patients
with COVID-19 and the role inflammatory markers may have
in diagnoses of patients infected with emerging pathogens that
may contribute to outbreaks, epidemics, and pandemics in the
future. This statement advocates that medical teams prepare for
future infectious diseases emergencies by improving understand-
ing of how they make therapeutic decisions in the face of evolving
evidence and uncertainty, how they involve ASPs in the full scope
of incident management efforts (Table 3) in therapeutic deci-
sions during a crisis, and in the context of lessons learned during
COVID-19, what changes should occur in policies and practices
to prevent inappropriate antibiotic prescribing and further
contributions to antibiotic resistance in bacterial and fungal
pathogens.

In conclusion, the COVID-19 pandemic has exacerbated the
global public health crisis of antibiotic resistance by increasing
inappropriate antibiotic prescribing, which was especially common
early in the COVID-19 pandemic when HCP were uncertain of
the benefit of antibiotics and were concerned with patient deteriora-
tion. The practice continued even after it became clear that coinfection
with bacteria is uncommon with COVID-19, clinical indicators used
to differentiate viral from bacterial infection were no longer valid, and
the harms of overuse became evident.

This statement urges facilities and HCP to prevent harm and
facilitate evidence-based care by applying lessons learned during
COVID-19 to future viral pandemics. This should be done by lev-
eraging the expertise in ASPs to counter inappropriate prescribing
practices. During a pandemic, ASPs can lead multidisciplinary
teams to compile up-to-date evidence and disseminate care proto-
cols; monitor prescribing and lab assay ordering to detect and mit-
igate overuse or improper use; and partner with infection
prevention and control and incident command partners to inte-
grate and support response efforts. As we rebuild from the
COVID-19 experience, ASPs should be supported as a cross-
cutting foundation for our public health and healthcare system
infrastructures.
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